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Spectrum  (spek-tram):
A)  A continuum of color formed when a beam of white light is dispersed (as by passage 
through a prism) so that its component wavelengths are arranged in order.
B)  Also known as the Autism Spectrum; is a spectrum of psychological conditions 
characterized by widespread abnormalities of social interactions and communication, as 
well as severely restricted interests and highly repetitive behavior.
              www.merriam-webster.com
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 Frank Lloyd Wright believed that he 
traveled a different path from most people. 
This sketch, describes his philosophy and 
perspective of how his life differed from 
the average man’s. Wright while traveling 
through a field with his uncle one day, 
realized that his uncle only took the path 
that he had known for years and was paved 
before him, which was a straight line. At no 
point did his uncle veer or stray from this 
path. Wright noticed that although he began 
and ended in the same location as his uncle, 
he created a much different path. This path 
was unique and only known to Wright himself. 
On this path he was able to understand 
nature at a new level and his experience was 
much different from his uncle’s. Although 
the paths crossed at certain points, Wright 
never felt that he took a path which man had 
stepped foot on. This metaphor describes 
the life of an autistic child. Their disorder 
forces them to stray from the normal path 
and create a path of their own in search 
for their identity. Similar to Wright’s path, 
this path may have crossed that of a normal 
child, but never were the two paths the same. 
For an autistic child, something very simple 
might take a lot longer, for their path is 
much more complicated and exciting.
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 As individuals develop, in their 
struggle for self-identity, they require a 
certain level of interaction and attention. 
Some children need more than others, 
especially those with disabilities such as 
autism. Various institutions specialize in the 
development of students with disabilities, 
but as life becomes more complicated and 
demanding, it is difficult to find help for 
these young children. Haddonfield, New 
Jersey is one of the small communities which 
have not been completely disrupted by this 
new fast-paced modern age; they still find 
time to help one another. 
 Within Haddonfield exists a small 
institution devoted to the development of 
children with autistic disorders. Bancroft 
Neuro-Health is a facility that researches
and teaches these students. As more 
students apply, this institution struggles 
to find support. The proposed project will 
include a school specifically for children 
with autism and the program will promote 
the research and healthy development of 
these students.  
 Autistic children need more than 
simply attention to discover their self-
identity.  This project endeavors to find the 
potential relationship between architecture 
and learning. Can a child with autism learn 
or explore through architecture? Will a 
positive environment promote a healthy 
development? These themes along with 
the integration of nature will be explored 
throughout this proposal.
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 Architecture is both a physical and 
visual representation of the ideas of 
architects and designers. It is an interesting 
field that combines science and art into a 
habitable place or space. Through design, 
architects are not only able to protect the 
health, safety and welfare of the general 
public and the users of the buildings, but 
they also have the opportunity to leave an 
impressionable experience on its occupants. 
Through experimenting with the basic 
building block of architecture; light, space, 
movement and form, architects are able to 
impact (or direct) the lives of the individuals 
who use the building. Architecture has a 
very powerful presence on a community and 
it is the responsibility of the architect to 
resolve this presence based on the identity 
of the public.  
 Autistic children learn through 
experience and visual demonstration while 
struggling to grasp conceptual ideas and 
philosophy. Children with special needs 
are greatly affected by their surroundings 
and the interaction with their environment. 
These types of environments influence 
their development, learning and interacting 
capabilities. 
 Children with autism require more 
focus and direction than other children, 
              INTRODUCTION
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involving a more intimate surrounding away 
from the city scene where they may feel 
pressured, inferior and lonely. The attention 
these children need can only be found at 
certain institutes which devote the efforts 
required for the natural development of 
these children. They should not feel like 
they are separate from the world around 
them, but more of an integral part of their 
community. Form, colors, space and light 
are all elements which make up architecture 
and affect autistic children differently 
throughout their development. 
 This project is a proposal for an 
autistic center in Haddonfield, New Jersey. 
The location was chosen for its urban scale 
and its seclusion from the city. The goal 
of this project is to enhance the ability of 
autistic children to learn through the notion 
of space and experience. The challenge is 
to organize a school that allows these 
children to become involved members of 
their society, giving them an identity and 
purpose, while also giving them the space and 
attention required for a natural and healthy 
development. The objective is to create a 
space that acknowledges the necessity for 
the intimate relationship between teacher 
and student while also allowing them the 
space for self-discovery and exploration.
           PROBLEM STATEMENT
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 Children with autism require higher levels of direct interaction with trained individuals 
as part of their natural development. Since New Jersey ranks high on the statewide 
autistics chart, it has been their priority to give these children the attention necessary 
for their growth. The town of Haddonfield has a school devoted to the development of 
these children, but the school is not open directly to the public. Community knowledge of 
this type of condition would benefit the lives of these children and enrich the community 
as a whole. The campus resides next to the town high school which would allow for 
opportunities for the two schools to work together towards a common goal. The friendships 
and relationships which have the potential to form could affect the lives of these children 
for good.
 The design of the individual building within the campus will need to serve both 
independently and dependently on its surroundings. While it must interact with the 
campus and community around, it must also allow for intimate spaces which promote the 
attention necessary in the child’s search for their identity. While the site plays a major 
role in the seclusion and filtration of the environment around, the challenge is creating 
an architectural vocabulary which can have a profound influence on the education and 
4
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Fundamentally, the intent of this proposal is to expand upon the Bancroft Neuro-Health 
facility. The education and development of these students is crucial within the community, 
and many students are suffering due to a lack of attention and support. By introducing a 
facility within the Bancroft Neuro-Health institution, autistic students will receive the one-
on-one attention they require for their healthy and natural progression. The community is 
an important factor in the student’s lives. A facility that allows for an intimate environment 
for learning, while still promoting spaces specifically for public use is the main hope 
for this project. Other elements which will be studied are the use of space, structure, 
light, color and nature to provide for a rich environment conducive to their learning and 
education.
5
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The challenge of architecture is designing a unique space which serves the fundamental 
purposes of shelter and protection. The interesting feature of architecture is that it 
satisfies a multitude of other purposes. Architecture has been around from generation 
upon generation and with each period it develops to capture the essence of the culture. 
What exactly is it that makes space so powerful and invincible? Space is a function of many 
variables. Similar to a mathematical equation, space depends upon a multitude of different 
components working together towards a similar solution. The expression of space is more 
than a simple drawing or model but an individual’s experience which exceeds the impressions 
of a thousand drawings. Variables such as light, color, climate and materiality contribute 
to the character of a space. A single space can be experienced differently on a stormy day 
versus a sunny day or a summer evening versus a winter night. Space is the culmination of 
all of these elements working together to produce an organized system. It is then, once 
these elements have been arranged in such a way, incorporating these natural conditions, 
that architecture has the potential to reach true beauty.
6 7
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URBAN DESTINATION: The presence of this 
project within the campus and larger community is 
to act as a threshold which integrates the students 
with society. It serves both as an independent 
entity as it focuses on the development of the 
children who use it, but also serves as a piece of 
the larger community as it filters/guides its users 
to the environment in which it is a part of.
SPACE: Space will become an integral part of 
the community and campus. By making this a more 
public space it would allow more community access 
which in turn would strengthen the relationship 
between the student within its community, as well 
as strengthen the community as a whole, as people 
interact and learn about autism. This relationship 
would be incredibly beneficial to the development 
of the student’s identity and personality. Also, 
internally, the development of the space will 
reflect the unique learning environment and 
conditions while serving to teach the children 
in an intimate setting, which is vital for their 
development/progression. The benefits of intimate 
spaces will be studied to give these students the 
attention that they require to learn.
autistic
space
community 
space
public 
interactive 
space
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NOISE: This is a critical component of the 
project. Autistic Children are easily distracted and 
affected by noise. A major factor in the location 
of the site is the serene environment in which it 
is located. The site is surrounded by a realm of 
woods/trees which filter the noise and distraction 
allowing a greater focus on the development of 
the children. By filtering the noise and commotion 
to the building, the children will have a space 
conducive to their learning and development. 
LIGHT & COLOR: Haddonfield is a place of 
dense movement within a massive urban culture. 
There will be a focus on lightness of structure 
and openness through both section and plan. 
Light effects autistic children and they react 
differently to color. Color will be studied in the 
forms of both light and materiality to promote a 
positive learning environment and to aid in their 
development.
MATERIALITY & STRUCTURE: A focus of this 
project is to explore the effects between a child 
with autism and architecture. Architecture, if 
designed correctly, could create a positive learning 
environment for these children. Their interaction 
with material, texture and color will all be studied 
to reap the benefits of specific conditions.  Also, 
the notion of structure is important as children 
could potentially interact with the structure 
itself.
        ARCHITECTURAL INTENTIONS
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 Autism is a neurological development 
disorder distinguished by impaired growth 
and development of the brain or central 
nervous system.  Over the past few decades, 
this disorder has become increasingly more 
common among young children under the age 
of three.  Autism affects a child’s ability 
to develop basic motor, communication, 
coordination and social skills.  Autism is 
caused by one of two ways; either a child is 
born with the defect or more commonly, the 
disorder is associated with gene mutations in 
the early stages of development (Wikipedia).
 Autism is easily mistaken as many other 
disorders for their similar qualities. It is 
part of a larger classification of disorders 
which share comparable symptoms and 
characteristics.  Autism is one of the five known 
pervasive developmental disorders, which are 
defined by prevalent deviations from normal 
communication, coordination and social 
skills.  Children with autism require special 
treatment and attention from professionals 
who are certified and able to treat these 
students.  Some instances of autism can be 
incredibly difficult to interact with.  There are 
many different levels of autism and although 
each has similar qualities the intensity of the 
symptoms is what distinguishes them apart.
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 The symptoms of Autism include primarily 
abnormalities regarding a child’s ability to 
communicate and socialize.  A child usually 
has trouble performing common tasks which 
many children achieve naturally.  Socially, 
a child may respond quite awkwardly to 
other children and remain unresponsive in 
a larger group of children.  More intense 
cases may affect a child’s ability to respond 
to their own name or may communicate non-
verbally.  This sometimes leads to despair 
in these children, as they usually feel 
alone and depressed. Again, these children 
struggle to communicate ideas and words 
for various reasons. First, they find 
difficulty in developing enough deep natural 
language to express themselves and often 
become frustrated with their inability to 
communicate. Others are more timid and 
become shy when they try to communicate, 
which often leads to gestures as signs of 
communication. Intense cases of autism may 
display repetitive or restrictive behavior. 
Some repetitive gestures can extend from a 
minor hand spasm to reoccurring compulsive 
mood swings and agitated states. Some 
children may experience restrictive behavior 
where they are unable to focus for extended 
periods of time or lose interest in their 
activities. Unfortunately, many of these
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involuntary movements and gestures lead 
to bruises or injuries on the child.
 Although there has not been a cure 
yet, some argue that a cure is possible. Many 
seem to believe that autism is a condition 
rather and a disorder and cannot be cured. 
Through long and extensive processes, an 
individual may be able to interact normally 
and seem to function healthier, but never is 
the disorder completely cured.
There is still hope for these individuals 
and this proposal endeavors to give these 
children the opportunities they need to 
discover their identity and succeed in the 
world.
9
PROGRAM
“Social architecture is 
not about what it is, but 
what it does to people’s 
lives”
~John F. Turner,
  Housing By People
10
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Bancroft Neuro-Health School has been an 
establishment since 1883 helping children 
and adults with neurological and related 
disabilities live the most independent and 
fulfilling lives (Bancroft Neuro-Health). As 
the density within the school increases a 
further expansion is required to give these 
students the space and attention needed for 
a healthy development. The main focus of the 
project is to generate a design for a Children’s 
Autistic Center where students will receive the 
attention and focus they need, while helping 
to influence the type of environment these 
children are exposed to. The program will be 
a mixed use typology, interlacing education 
with research to provide the best life for 
these students. These spaces will encourage 
students to interact with their environment 
and community by including outdoor spaces 
and community spaces which are intended to 
strengthen the architecture as an icon within 
the society. The use of sheltered spaces will 
contrast the open areas, based upon the 
levels of intimacy which are required for a 
healthy development. The following pages 
consist of an outline of the spaces required 
and their square footage.
social
interaction
Autistic
Children
Community
            PROGRAM OUTLINE
Entrance    4900 sf  
Lobby       900 sf
Open Atrium    2000 sf
Security/Information      800 sf  
Restrooms    1200 sf
(Men & Women
on all levels)
Administration   6940 sf
Director         200 sf 
Staff      (18) 180 sf 
Facilities Management      500 sf
Conference       (4) 400 sf
Lounge area       900 sf
Storage             500 sf
Lecture Facilities      23,020 sf
Classrooms       
 Small rooms     (12) 300 sf
 Large rooms    (12) 630 sf
 Storage       (4) 200 sf
Gym/Multipurpose      7800 sf
Auditorium    3260 sf
Cafeteria    5820 sf
Kitchen & Serving    1320 sf
Seating     3600 sf
Storage       400 sf
Exterior Delivery/     500 sf
Garbage areas   
Library     7600 sf  
Stacks      (2) 2000 sf
Reading Room     (2) 1500 sf
Storage      (2)   300 sf
Interactive Spaces           3000 sf
Occupational Therapy/     2200 sf
Physical Therapy
Playroom              800 sf
Exterior Spaces     4000 sf
Playground               2000 sf
Courtyard      2000 sf
Therapeutic pools     2000 sf
future addition
Storage/Services     3500 sf
Building Services     2000 sf
Loading         1000 sf
Workshop          500 sf
 Net Area: 60,780
 Mechanical/Circulation, etc
 (10% of total): 6,078
 Gross area: 66,858 sf
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ENTRANCE
The entrance of the buildings marks the transitions from the exterior to the interior 
spaces.  Although it is a moment on the overall experience, it is not the beginning of the 
journey.  The journey starts far beyond the boundaries of the project site or even the 
campus edges. The journey begins within the realm of the Haddonfield community.  Since 
the lobby will be experienced by both students and the general public, it should celebrate 
the significance of the architecture but recognize its purpose in the community.  This area 
will remain open to provide for a dynamic space which unites the different programmatic 
elements into a harmonious architecture.
ADMINISTRATION
The administration serves to regulate and oversee the entrance and lobby space.  It is the 
filter to the outside community and has an incredible influence on the development of the 
students.  It will be important to formally stress the significance this programmatic element 
has within the building. This area will house the faculty offices and other administrative 
functions.  The administration will also function as the link between the different portions 
of the campus.
LECTURE FACILITIES
The classrooms are the true heart of this project. They include the spaces where students 
receive the attention they need as part of their development. These spaces are where 
the crucial learning and advancement of the student’s writing, verbal and communication 
skills occur.  It is important not to forget the relationship these elements should have 
within the community.  These classrooms, although incredibly influential cannot help these 
students alone.  It is a team effort, meaning these rooms need to work closely with the 
community and administration to assure that these students receive the proper education 
they require.  In addition, these spaces will intermingle with therapists to provide as well-
rounded of an education as possible.
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CAFETERIA
This space is intended to give the students a comfortable opportunity to mingle with each 
other and the community on a more personal level.  It is anticipated to be an open, double-
height space which accommodates the students, faculty and members of the community.  It 
could become a space for faculty to observe and gauge student’s ability to interact on a 
social level and become a crucial part of the student’s development process.
LIBRARY
The library is an area used by both the public and by the students based solely to educate 
and inform.  As this project intends to design a research and development facility, the 
library would house updated information and would become a key component within the 
building and the community.  Students could enjoy a quite learning environment while they 
read and begin to learn through the power of books.  The library also functions as one of 
the strongest interactions to the community as it serves as their source for information 
pertaining to autism.
INTERACTIVE SPACES
These spaces serve similar purposes as the exterior spaces, except indoors.  Students 
would be allowed to play on the floor and on mats and physical activity would be a priority 
in these spaces.  A focus on the development of logics and coordination would occur as 
children begin to play with toys and games.  These spaces would also allow for the faculty 
to observe the children and interact with them on a different level.
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EXTERIOR SPACES
This refers to a variety of unique spaces which serve to encourage students to interact 
and play.  Nature is very vital to children because it allows them to experiment and develop 
specific motor skills and various coordination skills.  These outdoor environments would 
also promote interaction with nature.  The close proximity of the woods, pond and river 
could allow for daily interactions with environments which they would not normally be 
exposed to.  Since they are under the supervision of professionals, these experiences 
could be extremely influential on their development as children.
MEDICAL RESEARCH
This is another crucial element of the program.  It creates a space which is dedicated to 
the study of autism and its development.  It could become a major research facility which 
publishes data and information that the community is able to access and learn from.  This 
space links the program to a much larger entity as information learned or discovered by 
this work could lead to a better development for autistic children world-wide.
STORAGE/SERVICES
These spaces would store all information and files on the students and medical research 
data.  This portion would also include storage for the cafeteria and load/unloading of all 
goods for the medical research facilities.
           SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
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           PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS
Entrance  Administration   Lecture Facilities        Cafeteria
  Library    Interactive Exterior      Medical Storage/Services Circulation/
       Spaces   Spaces     Research     Mechanical
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               LAYOUT OPTION
 -SCHEME 1-
This first scheme represents three different 
bars. The three bars formally represent the 
various functions the building serves. One bar 
serves as the development and research section 
of the building. The portion of the program which 
focuses on the students and allows them the 
attention they need. The second bar houses the 
more public spaces and allows for interaction 
between the students and the public. The middle 
bar is the piece which unites these two programs. 
It contains the entry space and lobby which is 
shared by both the users and by the public. The 
icon of this building which is also in the middle 
bar is the library. The library acts as the glue 
which truly links the students with the community. 
As the library serves to inform and teach the 
community about autism and these children, 
the library serves as a learning environment 
for these children. It is single handedly one 
of the most crucial moments throughout this 
proposal.
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The second scheme contains two l-shaped bars. 
The design intention within the project is based 
off of the separation of public and private spaces. 
The bars represent the expression of a formal 
distinction between each other. The continuity 
of the bars represent an open flexible plan. 
Both bars continue out in either direction and 
are linked at the hinge; a double height space 
which allows light to penetrate deep within the 
building allowing a special interrelationship 
between the two programs. The green space is 
nestled in between these two bars. The benefit 
about this layout is that it directs its users away 
from the commotion of the town and into the 
serenity of the woods and the pond. This allows 
the students to experience nature and explore 
territory which they may never have experienced 
before.
 -SCHEME 2-
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IDENTIFICATION
“Young people begin 
learning through their 
sense of curiosity. 
Curiosity leads to 
experiences which 
can leave a profound 
impression on them. 
Education is more than 
simply teaching, but it is 
about allowing children 
to interact with their 
environment. Society and 
nature can have a crucial 
impact on the development 
of a child’s individual 
character/identity...”
   
~Anonymous
SITE
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            SITE SELECTION
Haddonfield is a small borough located in Northern Camden County, New Jersey.  Its 
Victorian setting creates a compelling style and illustrates the harmonic character of the 
town.  According to the United States Census Bureau, the town is just 2.9 square miles, of 
which 0.04 square miles is water (1.05%).  Interestingly enough, the selected site is bordered 
by Hopkins pond and The Cooper River, two of Haddonfield’s major bodies of water.  The 
Cooper River, which creates the separation between Haddonfield and its neighbor Cherry 
Hill, runs the entire length of Haddonfield, establishing a strong physical relationship 
to the rest of Haddonfield.  The total population of Haddonfield is approximately 11,660. 
As New Jersey ranks fourth in the United States for their ratio of autistic children; 1 
out of every 115 children, it seemed a good place to design a development and research 
facility for students with autism. Haddonfield, Bancroft Neuro-Health has established a 
school which has been helping students with autism and other neurological disabilities 
since 1883.  The site is located in a former parking lot within the Bancroft Neuro-Health 
Campus. The site is surrounded on three sides by a highly wooded realm, which borders the 
Cooper River and Hopkins Pond. There are beautiful views to each of these bodies of water 
from the site, which enhances the overall site character. The site will be made into a school 
specifically for children with autism as Bancroft Neuro-Health is looking to expand their 
school. As of right now there are no master plans of any kind, but it is being kept in mind 
for the future. The site was also chosen for its serene quality as the trees provide the 
opportunities to filter surrounding noise and distractions. Placing a new autistic center in 
this site is beneficial to the campus and to the community. It will let the community be part 
of the school and be able to learn and interact with many of these children. It will also 
give autistic children a quiet place to learn as they begin to develop their own identity.
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               SITE CONTEXT
1000 FT
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              SITE LOCATION
The site is located on the Bancroft Neuro-Health campus, which 
is in Haddonfield New Jersey.  the site is surrounded by trees 
and water which provide a serene quality for the new proposed 
school.
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Settled by Europeans 
more than 300 years ago 
Haddonfield, New Jersey, 
is one of North America’s 
oldest towns. It is located a 
short distance east across 
the Delaware River from 
Philadelphia, and it is also 
one of the metropolitan 
area’s most affluent 
communities. Forms, spaces 
and buildings are all linked 
by an underlying Victorian 
style which is marked by 
the historic district.  This 
district is comprised by 
individal elements linked 
by association and history. 
Even modern buildings 
which have introduced 
new elements within this 
community still have a 
foundation in the Victorian 
style.
www.levins.com/haddon.html
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            HISTORIC DISTRICT MAP
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           PUBLIC LANDMARK
Density of the map 
allows us to see where 
most of the population 
within Haddonfield 
is located. The 
bigger density 
bubble represents 
Haddonfield’s 
downtown/hangout 
spot. The smaller 
bubble represents the 
train station and the 
red spot represents 
the site. It shows 
the seclusion of the 
project site to the 
downtown area.  
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            DENSITY DIAGRAM
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             BUILDING TYPOLOGY
R-2 Residential Single-Family   
R-3 Residential Single-Family       
R-6 Residential Single-Family   
R-7 Residential Single-Family   
R-8 Residential Single-Family   
R-9 Residential Single-Family   
R-10 Residential Townhouses
P Public Use
C Commercial
O Office
CBD Central Business
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            SITE BOUNDARY
The site is on 
the border of 
Haddonfield and 
Cherry Hill. Their 
immediate proximity 
to the site allows 
for the use of both  
town’s architectural  
elements to be 
integrated into the 
design.
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               FIGURE GROUND
The South side of 
the site is comprised 
of low scale 
buildings, Historic 
houses, parking 
lots, and open sites. 
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              TOWNSCAPE
This diagram is an 
attempt to explain 
the relationship 
between site and 
existing buildings to 
the spaces which are 
created between the 
buildings.
Residential 
School 
Water Edge
Soft Edge
Parking 
Facade Edge 
Building mass 
Historic 
Preservation
Road Edge 
Site
Campus Edge
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           BOUNDARY & EDGE
This diagram maps the site and project 
boundaries in relation to edges of certain 
landscape elements and the surrounding 
buildings.
76
676
76
295
95
130
168
295
130
30
30
70
295
70
73
70
This diagram demonstrates the 
relationship between the main 
highways, roads and the train station 
of Haddonfield, New Jersey, that 
surround the site. 
1 mile
Site
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             DESTINATION MAP
1000 ft
Vehicular Path: Begins to define 
openings within the urban grid. It 
also shows access points towards 
and arround the site.
Pedestrian Path: The movement in 
the vicinity of the Bancroft Neuro-
Health School site.  The diagram 
proves that the circulation is very 
concrentrated throughout the 
campus.
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        VEHICULAR/PEDESTRIAN PATHS
Site
Trees
Vehicular Path
Pedestrian Path
Field/Dirt Roads
Water Feature
Grass
Pavement
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             LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
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             NOISE BARRIER
The placement 
of the site and 
the proximity of 
the surrounding 
trees act as a 
noise barrier from 
vehicular traffic. 
This is ideal when it 
comes to protection 
and developmnt of 
autistic children.
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             SITE SECTIONS
0    25  50           100
0    25         50           100
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             SITE SECTIONS
0    25  50           100
0    25         50           100
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      NEW JERSEY’S SUN PATH DIAGRAM
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             AVERAGE CLIMATE
16
17 19
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             AVERAGE CLIMATE
Haddonfield, New Jersey has a 
very typical New England weather 
climate.  With snow in the winter 
months and hot temperatures 
in the summer, Haddonfild has 
a very patterned weather cycle. 
This is important because with 
differentiating conditions the site 
tends to have unique qualities and 
characteristics.  During winter 
months when the leaves begin 
to fall, the view to the water is 
miraculous.  During the summer 
month the thick trees provide limited 
or framed views to the waters edge 
which creates adds another quality 
to th site.  Weather condtions are 
important because architecture 
looks different under different 
circumstances.  A building looks 
completely different on a cloudy 
day rather versus a sunny day.  It is 
important to understand th weather 
condition of the site so that all of 
these different circumstances can 
be taken into consideration for the 
final design. 
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             AVERAGE CLIMATE
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                   LAND USE
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                  SITE VIEWS
B
C
A
A
C
B
A View from project site to Bancroft Hall
B View from Bancroft Hall to project site
C View from project site to Cooley School
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                  SITE VIEWS
A View from Hopkins Lane to
 Hopkins Pond
B Hopkins Pond
C View from Hopkins Lane to
 Hopkins Pond
B C
A
A
C
B
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                  SITE VIEWS
A View from parking lot to Cooley School
B View from project site to parking lot & playground
C View from parking lot to entrance of the project site
D View from school to Bancroft Hall
A CB
D
B
D
A
C
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                  SITE VIEWS
A View of the green house
B View of the Carriage House
C Upclose view of the Bancroft
 Hall
B
C
A
A C
B
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                  SITE VIEWS
B
C
A
A
B
A View from Kingsway Highway to
 entrance of Bancroft School 
B View of Lullworth Hall
C Front of Farrington Hall
C
1682-Francis Collins
 Elizabeth Haddon, the most illustrious name in Haddonfield history, is credited with 
founding Haddonfield. However, Francis Collins was its first white settler. Born in 1635, 
a member of the Religious Society of Friends, he emigrated from England with his family to 
Burlington, then the capitol of West Jersey.
 By 1682, he, as a master bricklayer, completed the construction of a market house 
and a court building in the capitol. The legislature compensated him for his services with a 
grant of land. Collins chose a series of parcels which include the present day Haddonfield. 
One of these gave him frontage on Cooper’s Creek which was then navigable, providing 
transportation to Philadelphia and Burlington. Collins built his own home on a nearby 
parcel. The brick house which he named Mountwell was located near the corner of what is 
now Centre Street and Cottage Avenue. Mountwell was destroyed by fire about April 15, 
1872.
 Francis Collins was a distinguished citizen who played an important role in the 
community’s early government. In 1683 he was elected to the Provincial Assembly and 
appointed to the Governor’s Council. In 1685, as a Commissioner of Highways, he was 
responsible for locating new roads, a task which had implications for the future development 
of the state.
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                  SITE HISTORY
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1713-Elizabeth Haddon
 Poems and stories, some fact, some myth, have been written about the romantic figure 
of the young Elizabeth arriving in the new county in 1701 at the age of nineteenth to 
take up her father’s lands. In 1702 she married John Estaugh, a Quaker preacher, and 
in 1713 they built their first home on her family’s land within the boundaries of present 
day Haddonfield at the site of 201 Wood Lane. She named it New Haddonfield (Haddon 
Heights) after her father, thus giving the town its name.
 In 1721, John Haddon deeded a piece of land near King’s Highway and Haddon Avenue 
to the Religious Society of Friends where they constructed a meeting house and cemetery. 
Haddon Avenue, at that time a well traveled Indian trail, was an important artery which ran 
north to the Delaware River and Philadelphia, the center of commerce. Thus, Haddonfield 
developed as a regional center for worship and transportation, both important factors in 
the growth of the village.
 In 1724 the Estaughs bought the part of the Collins tract on the north side of King’s 
Highway between Tanner Street and Avondale Avenue. In doing so, this created a property 
boundary along the present day King’s Highway, spurring residential development along 
this route. This fixed the future street plan of the town and laid the foundation for what 
is now King’s Highway to be extended through Haddon Heights, Mount Ephraim and old 
Gloucester City, as it developed into one of the county’s major thoroughfares.
 Elizabeth Haddon Estaugh, by her forceful personality and good works left an 
indelible mark on her community. She died at the age of eighty-two and is buried in the 
historic Friends Cemetery on Haddon Avenue. The Estaugh home was destroyed by fire in 
1842.
vieyra, daniel i. historic houses in haddonfield: a preservation guide. haddonfield
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Development of the Village
 By the time of the Revolutionary War, Haddonfield had developed into the largest 
village and trade center in the area. Its site possessed all the essential ingredients for 
the growth of a colonial village: tidal water for transportation by boat, a fording place 
for roads, and streams that would be dammed to provide water power for mills.
 From the first settlement in 1682 to the Revolutionary War, virtually all transportation 
of goods was by means of flatboats floating on the tidal streams. 
Public landings were established near the head of tidewater where products were brought 
from inland for shipment. The commercial benefits to the area adjacent to these landings 
and the surrounding village developed as commerce grew and the population increased.
The erection of mills, using the power of flowing streams above tidewater, further advanced 
the commercial advantages of Haddonfield. Area settlers came to its sawmills for lumber 
and to gristmills to have grains ground into meal or flour. The fording place of the 
Cooper River was just above the head of tidewater. Indian trails converged here to cross 
the waterway, then branched out again in various directions.
 One trail from the ford ran northwardly to the Delaware River where Camden is 
today. This trail, now known as Haddon Avenue, still follows its original route. Leading to 
Cooper’s Ferry, the most convenient crossing place along the Delaware, this trail provided 
access to Philadelphia markets. Philadelphia, by the mid-1700s, had become the largest 
business and cultural center in Great Britain’s American colonies, providing a substantial 
market for all local products.
 The second trail headed west and terminated at today’s Gloucester. This branch is now 
called King’s Highway, a name it acquired early in this century. The trail from Haddonfield 
was used as part of the route of the Great Road from Burlington to Salem laid out in 1681 
by the General Assembly of West Jersey and completed five years later.
vieyra, daniel i. historic houses in haddonfield: a preservation guide. haddonfield
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The Indian King
The focal point of Haddonfield’s colonial history is the Indian King Tavern o King’s Highway, 
now preserved as a State Museum. Built in 1750 by Matthias Aspden, a wealthy Philadelphia 
merchant, it had the most illustrious history of the five taverns built in Haddonfield 
before 1800.
 In 1777, New Jersey legislators, routed from one meeting place to another by the 
onslaught of the British Army, selected Haddonfield as a safe place to convene. Before 
adjourning to Princeton on September 24th, the legislature debated reform of the militia 
laws, raised troops, and granted draft exemptions to iron workers casting munitions at 
Batsto Furnace. Two momentous steps toward full statehood occurred here. At the Indian 
King on May 10th, the legislature adopted the Great Seal of New Jersey. On September 
20th, it enacted a law substituting the word “State” for “Colony” in all commissions, writs 
and indictments. The Council of Safety, formed to examine persons arrested as Torries or 
suspected opponents of the patriot cause also met at the Indian King in 1777.
 Revolutionary Haddonfield was more than a rebel sanctuary. Located on West Jersey’s 
major north-south road across from the ferry to Philadelphia, Haddonfield residents 
witnessed the passage of numerous units from both American and British armies. Among the 
war heroes who quartered in Haddonfield were General Nathaniel Greene, Anthony Wayne, 
Count Pulaski, the Marquis de Lafayette and “Light Horse” Harry Lee.
 Another luminary frequenting the tavern was Dolley Payne of Philadelphia, a niece of 
innkeeper Hugh Creighton. She visited and danced at her uncle’s inn before she married 
James Madison in 1784 and became one of history’s most celebrated first ladies.
 The Indian King closed in 1873 when Haddonfield elected to prohibit the sale of 
liquor, a law in force to this day. Reopening as the “American House” the building became a 
boarding house and ice cream parlor. In 1902 it was purchased by the State of New Jersey 
which operates it as a museum interpreting this vital chapter in Haddonfield’s and the 
State’s history.
vieyra, daniel i. historic houses in haddonfield: a preservation guide. haddonfield
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The Nineteenth Century
During the nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution transformed towns and cities 
across the United States. The changes in Haddonfield mirrored this national trend. Carriage-
builders, wagon makers, shoemakers, tanners, and pottery makers and other trades were 
carried on, making Haddonfield the center of Commerce.
Another major event that had an effect on the growth of Haddonfield was the advent 
of the Camden and Atlantic Railroad in 1852. It ran through Haddonfield on a route 
connecting Camden with Atlantic City bringing economical and up to date transportation to 
the area.
A number of prosperous merchants and notable professionals built elegant Haddonfield 
residences the design of which reflected their owners’ success and status. Quite a few 
of these Victorian mansions survive. The work of eminent architects such as Samuel Sloan 
and builders such as Jacob Clement and William Coffin Shinn, enrich the architectural 
heritage of Haddonfield. A well known example is the house designed by Samuel Sloan 
at 200 Washington Avenue built by William Coffin Shinn for William Massey, a wealthy 
Philadelphian and founder and president of the Camden and Atlantic Railroad.
In 1861 Haddonfield contained about one hundred fifty dwellings, four houses of public 
worship, five mercantile stores, two grist mills, two tanneries and a large woolen factory. 
On April 6, 1875 the Village of Haddonfield officially became a Borough. The new Borough 
had a population of approximately one thousand two hundred people.
Today Haddonfield’s population of twelve thousand five hundred lives in 4,500 households 
make up the community. Through the protection afforded by the Haddonfield Historic District 
Ordinance the community has included preservation as a vital part of its planning process, 
insuring that Haddonfield’s historic character will be preserved for the future.
vieyra, daniel i. historic houses in haddonfield: a preservation guide. haddonfield
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
“The architect should 
strive continually to 
simplify; the ensemble of 
the rooms should then 
be carefully considered 
that comfort and utility 
may go hand in hand with 
beauty.”
~Frank Lloyd Wright
http://www. quotes: thinkexist.com
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This project site is located at 563 Hopkins Lane, on the Bancroft Neuro-Health campus.  The site 
sits opposite from Cooley hall and adjacent to the Margaret House.  The site is within the R2 
(Residential 2 district).
The area of the project site is a pre-existing parking lot.  The site contains around 25,000 square 
feet and is the northern most lot on the campus.  The boundaries of the site are all linear and the 
site itself is surrounded on three sides by trees.  The northern, eastern and southern boundaries 
are marked by and edge of trees.  The North and East sides give clear views to the water that sits 
right on the other side of the woods.  The western side of the site gives access to the main road, 
which defines the western edge.  
Construction Codes:
A.  
There is hereby established in the Borough of Haddonfield a State Uniform Construction Code 
enforcing agency, to be known as the “Haddonfield Construction Code Office,” consisting of a 
Construction Code Official, Building Subcode Official, Plumbing Subcode Official, Fire Subcode 
Officials for such additional subcodes as the Construction Commission of the Department of 
Community Affairs, State of New Jersey, shall hereinafter adopt as part of the State Uniform 
Construction Code. The Construction Code Official shall be the chief administrator of the 
enforcing agency.
B.  
Each official position created in Subsection A hereof shall be filled by a person qualified for 
such position pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:27D-119 et seq., and the regulations promulgated pursuant 
thereto, provided that, in lieu of any particular subcode official, an on-site inspection agency 
may be retained by contract pursuant to the aforementioned regulations. More than one such 
official position may be held by the same person, provided that such person is qualified pursuant 
to N.J.S.A. 52:27D-119 et seq, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, to hold each such 
position.
C.  
The public shall have the right to do business with the enforcing agency at one office location 
except for emergencies and unforeseen or unavoidable circumstances.
                          ZONING
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Section 305 ~ Educational Group E
305.1 Educational Group E
Educational Group E occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or 
a portion thereof, by six or more persons at any one time for educational purposes through the 
12th grade. Religious educational rooms and religious auditoriums, which are accessory to places 
of religious worship in accordance with Section 508.3.1 and have occupant loads of less than 
100, shall be classified as A-3 occupancies.
305.2 Day Care
The use of a building or structure, or portion thereof, for educational, supervision or personal 
care services for more than five children older than 2 1/2 years of age, shall be classified as a 
Group E occupancy.
Section 404 ~ Atriums
401.1 General
In other than Group H occupancies, and where permitted by Exception 5 in Section 707.2, the 
provisions of this section shall apply to buildings or structures containing vertical openings 
defined as “Atriums”.
 401.1 Definition
 The following word and term shall, for the purposes of this chapter as used elsewhere in   
 this code, have the meaning shown herein.
 ATRIUM
 An opening connecting two or more stories other than enclosed stairways, elevators,
  hoistways, escalators, plumbing, electrical, air-conditioning or other equipment, which is 
 closed at the top and not defined as a mall. Stories, as used in this definition, do not include 
 balconies within assembly groups or mezzanines that comply with Section 505.
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404.2 Use
The floor of the atrium shall not be used for other than low fire hazard uses and only approved 
materials and decorations in accordance with the International Fire Code shall be used in the 
atrium space.
 Exception:
 The atrium floor area is permitted to be used for any approval use where the individual space
 is provided with an automatic sprinkler in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1.
404.3 Automatic Sprinkler Protection
An approved automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout the entire building.
 Exceptions:
 1. That area of a building adjacent to or above the atrium need not be sprinklered, provided
      that portion of the building is seperated from the atrium portion by not less than a 2-hour
     fire resistance rated fire barrier or horizontal assembly, or both.
 2. Where the ceiling of the atrium is more than 55 feet (16764 mm) above the floor, sprinkler
     protection at the ceiling of the atrium is not required.
404.3 Smoke Control
a smoke control system shall be installed in accordance with Section 909.
 Exception:
 Smoke control is not required for atriums that connect only two stories.
404.5 Enclosure of atriums
Atrium spaces shall be separated from adjacent spaces by a 1-hour fire barrier constructed in 
accordance with Section 706 or a horizontal assembly constructed in accordance with section 
711, or both.
 Exceptions:
 1. A glass wall forming a smoke partition where automatic sprinklers are space 6 feet or less
     along both sides of the separation wall, or on the room side only if there is not a walkway
    on the atrium side, and between 4 inches and 12 inches away from the glass and designed
    so that the entire surface of the glass is wet upon activation of the sprinkler system
    without obstruction. The glass shall be installed in a gasketed frame so that the framing
     system deflects without breaking (loading) the glass before the sprinkler system operates.
 2. A glass-block wall assembly in accordance with section 2110 and having a 3/4-hour fire
     protection rating.
 3. The adjacent spaces of any three floors of the atrium shall not be required to be separated
    from the atrium where such spaces are included in the design of the smoke control system.
404.6 Standby Power
Equipment required to provide smoke control shall be connected to a standby power system in 
accordance with Section 909.11.
404.7 Interior Finish
The interior finish of walls and ceilings of the atrium shall not be less than Class B with no 
reduction in class for sprinkler protection.
404.8 Travel distance
In other than the lowest level of the atrium, where the required means of egress is through the 
atrium space, the portion of exit access travel distance within the atrium space shall not exceed 
200 feet.
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PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
“A school building has no 
meaning except in terms of 
the life given it by children 
and teachers, parents and 
citizens. The design of a 
school begins with the design 
of the things that take place 
in it. The pattern of activities 
takes its shape from the 
desires of society for its 
young desires compounded out 
of hopes and love of parents, 
the thinking of philosophers 
and  the  spokesman  of 
society, the understandings 
of human beings gained by 
scientists, and the experience 
and insights of  teachers”.
Planning Elementary School 
Buildings
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      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
Maryann Thompson Architects
Stamford, CT
Completion: 2008
Kindergarten/Preschool/Early 
Education/Nursery, ages 2-8
Capacity: 120
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SITE PROGRAM
1    existing house-small
      meeting rooms
2    existing house
      administrative offices
3    visitor parking
4    staff parking
5    line up area
6    drop off/pick up
7    previous school location
8    art barn
9    sand area
10  science garden
      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
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1  CHILD DROPOFF & PICKUP
2  FRONT ENTRY PORCH
3   ENTRY
4   COVERED OUTDOOR PLAY AREA   
     ADDRESSING PLAYGROUND
5   SOUTH FACING PLAYGROUND
6   SCIENCE GARDEN
7   SAND AREA
8   CORE: GREETING AREA
9   RECESSED “FORUM”
10 AGES 2-5: LEARNING AREA
11 AGES 2-5: BLOCKS, GROSS MOTOR 
12 AGES 2-5: SCIENCE & ART AREA 
13 AGES 5-8: LEARNING AREA
14 AGES 5-8: SCIENCE & ART AREA
15 LIBRARY AREA
16 GALLERY
17 GROSS MOTOR & LUNCH AREA
18 DANCE, MUSIC ROOM
19 FRONT OFFICE, “GATEKEEPER”
20 DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
21 TUTORING AREA
22 FACULTY ROOM
PROGRAM
1  5 10    20 
      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
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      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
PRIVATE VS PUBLIC
RED: MAIN CIRCULATION
BLUE: VOLUME GRID
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      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
GREEN SPACES
STRUCTURAL GRID
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      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
EAST VIEWSCIENCE GARDEN
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MAIN ENTRANCE
      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
LIBRARYINTERIOR WEST
INTERIOR EAST
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      MONTESSORI CHILDREN’S SCHOOL
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  NETLEY AUTISTIC UNIT AND COMMUNITY CENTRE
haverstock associates
Camden, NJ
Completion: september, 2003
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  NETLEY AUTISTIC UNIT AND COMMUNITY CENTRE
PROGRAM
entrance/lobby
community room
classrooms
multipurpose spaces
office spaces
restrooms 
storage
AUTISTIC UNIT VS 
COMMUNITY CENTRE
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  NETLEY AUTISTIC UNIT AND COMMUNITY CENTRE
internal view of circulation
in community centre
internal view of specialist autistic class base
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                 PRESCHOOL IN VIENNA
HEINZ LUTTER ARCHITECTS
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
Completion: 2008
AREA: 4100 SQ FT
COMPLETION: 1997
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                 PRESCHOOL IN VIENNA
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                 PRESCHOOL IN VIENNA
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                 PRESCHOOL IN VIENNA
DESIGN PROCESS
Life is rich, always 
changing, always chal-
lenging, and we archi-
tects have the task of 
transmitting into wood, 
concrete, glass and 
steel, of transforming 
human aspirations into 
habitable and meaning-
ful space.
- Arthur Erickson
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                    CONCEPTUAL IDEAS
Throughout the beginning of my research 
one of the most evident observations 
that i made was the fact that there was 
a boundary between the community and 
the autistic children in haddonfield, 
new jersey. 
A non-social interaction between each 
other unless you were related. It 
created a dynamic on how people were 
interacting; at a private and public 
level.
By making a connection between paths of 
the community to the building a social 
interaction would progress. to do this 
the use of different types of materials 
will be taken into the design process. 
Spatial relationships will be taken into 
account and the use of the surrounding 
nature will become a design feature to 
allow wind and sun to the building in a 
considerate way so as to protect these 
children.
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           DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. A site strategy that 
would engage the 
surrounding community 
and improve the built 
environment.
2. connections between 
buildings, walkway 
pathways, and green 
spaces.
3. Respond to the 
surrounding site; trees, 
river, wind, sun, etc.
4. A design that offers 
spaces for both the 
students and the 
community to interact.
5. Create the ability for 
expansion in the future.
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          DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. The location of the autistic 
center is important in order 
to establish a relationship 
with the members of the 
comunity as well as to 
create its own privacy at 
certain moments.
2. The massing and 
materiality of the building 
must respond to the 
solar orientation of the 
site in order to create a 
suitable  atmosphere for 
the students.
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                          SCHEME I
The exploration of this 
layout was based on 
the idea of a cluster 
arrangement where one 
circulation tower would 
be the focal point of 
the building.
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first floor plan
second floor plan
                         SCHEME II
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first floor plan
second floor plan
The exploration of this layout was 
based on the idea of a connection 
path between the original autistic 
school and the dormitories on 
the right hand side. A path that 
leads to the main entrance of the 
building.
                        SCHEME III
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first floor plan
second floor plan
              SCHEME IV
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              SCHEME IV
first floor plan
second floor plan
           STUDY ON WINDOW DETAILS
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The exploration of windows were a big component within 
the design of this building. A look on how cooling and 
heating works and how the children may react to the 
amount of glazing and noise within the building. Unlike 
regular people without autism many of these children 
are affected by the slighest noise or glare. Everything 
must be taken into account. 
                    PROCESS MODELS
Front View Back View
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Tall, black towers: Circulation
White planes: Floor Plane
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                    PROCESS MODELS
gym
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                    PROCESS MODELS
office: structural corridoroffice view
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                    PROCESS MODELS
main entrancegymnasium entrance
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                    PROCESS MODELS
A
a: classroom corridor from 
    first floor
b: main entrance/lobby
B
B
FINAL PRESENTATION
30
“Form follows function-
that has been 
misunderstood. Form 
and function should be 
one, joined in a spiritual 
union.”
~Frank lloyd wright
View of the library and main entrance from the garden 
spaces that surround the building.
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students
community
administration
parti
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                          SITE PLAN
First Floor Plan
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                          FLOOR PLAN
Second Floor Plan
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                          FLOOR PLAN
Section A
Section B
Section C
Site Section A
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                          SECTIONS
Section D
Section E
Section F
Site Section B
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                              SECTIONS
West Elevation
South Elevation
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                           ELEVATIONS
East Elevation
North Elevation
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                           ELEVATIONS
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                       PERSPECTIVES
gymnasium entrance
lobby
garden spaces
back entrance
main entrance
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                       WALL SECTION
parapet detail
glass curtain wall
radiant floor heating
metal decking
hss 7.5 x 7.5 x 5/8
glass curtain wall
2” conc topping slab
radiant floor heating
4” conc structural slab
12 x 24 footing
12” foundation wall
12 x 24 footing
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                         CONCLUSION
Throughout this project I became aware of how the life of an autistic child differs from 
others. They view the world around them as something new and exciting; everything is an 
adventure waiting to be unfolded.  Many people rush through life without ever taking the 
chance to view the environment around them. The goal was to create an environment to help 
children with autism and make them comfortable within their daily lifestyle. I used archi-
tecture to construct a realm in which these students could explore within an environment 
which benefited their development. Architecture encompasses the entire world around us 
and has the ability to direct effect or even change our lives.  Partly the way humans act 
and interact is based on the designed world in which they live. Architecture becomes a 
starting point in their lives.  Architecture comprises so much power over human, especially 
those with disabilities, such as autism.  The interaction between forms, light, landscape 
and man are all variables in the overall equation of the design and the way that architec-
ture controls these elements is the solution to the equation.  This project explored a very 
fragile topic of architecture, one that many students neglect to confront.  The reality 
that every decision an architect makes has a strong impact on the inhabitants.  I person-
ally found great pleasure during this project, when I realized the importance of every ar-
chitectural move on the lives of these children.  Although the design is not complete and 
there is much more to explore, I am satisfied with the level in which I arrived.  I matured a 
lot during the design of this project as an architect.  As any designer hopes I imagine this 
project changing the lives of every individual who inhabits it.
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